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Yes, there is a health-tech
community in Slovenia.

And it’s alive and kicking! 

Here's a nice little pocket book of who’s who 
of companies and individuals gathered around 
the first Healthday.si event. It's far from perfect, 

but we believe it’s a start. Some folks are missing, 
some we could not reach, some are to be discovered, 

and some are yet to start up. Nevertheless, 
the Green Book is here for all of us, members 

of this vibrant community and for you, our future 
colleague, or just somebody curious enough 

to get to this first page. Now go, turn the pages, 
meet us, then greet us and finally joins us. 



Tadej Accetto 
Program Manager 
tadej.accetto@comtrade.com  

Comtrade 
www.comtrade.com

About you

Worked with enterprise customers in several domains - 
among others banking, telco, health. Mostly big 
organizations with established processes. Focused 
also on finding the right blend of enteprise and 
startup, and how to make these two partner up 
for added value.

Elevator pitch

Comtrade offers a rapid development platform 
for startups in the health and quantified-self space - 
enteprise grade expertise and scalability for a quick 
go-to-market strategy.

How will you contribute to the Slovenian 
Health-Tech community?

Bring the best from large enterprise solutions and 
development processes.

About you

Student of statistics, personalized medicine believer, 
quantified self enthusiast.

Elevator pitch

With the coming advances and consumerization 
of healthcare technologies, we will have to help 
healthcare professionals and individuals get relevant 
information out of the data deluge.

4

Črt Ahlin 
Data Analyst 
crt.ahlin@numbersinlife.com 
@crtahlin  

numbersinlife.com
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Dalibor Baskovc 
CEO 
dalibor.baskovc@eurocloud.si  

Zavod e-Oblak 
www.eurocloud.si

Elevator pitch

Our main motivators: the lack of widely accepted 
mHealth solutions. Acceptance of mHealth solutions 
increases involvement of users and their caregivers. 
High added value and great market potential.

How will you contribute to the Slovenian 
Health-Tech community?

Support Medical institutions, Health center, Elderly 
homes, Touristic health centers, Sport, Firemen stations, 
Hospital/clinic and the Fire brigade.

About you

My career started as I gave up my industry scholarship 
for joining a company that develops products for 
rehabilitation. This year I grabbed the opportunity 
to try it on my own. I am a hardworking girl that always 
puts her family first and knows that almost everything 
can be self-learned these days.

Elevator pitch

So, you have an idea of what your new product should 
look like and what functionalities should it have? 
But you don’t know the details of the assembly and 
its mechanical parts? Maybe I can help.

How will you contribute to the Slovenian 
Health-Tech community?

I am a mechanical engineer with 3 years of experience 
in medical and sports hardware development. I help 
develop new products for others by designing their 
mechanical parts.
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Barbara Bastar 
CEO 
barbara.bastar@jrp.si  

JRP 
www.jrp.si
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Marjan Beltram 
Co-owner 
marjan@intpad.net  

IntApp 
www.intpad.net

About you

Ever since I can remember I've been involved in 
business and entrepreneurship as my family owned 
a small company. In 2001 I co-funded a company 
STA potovanja, a top 5 Travel Agency. People who 
I work with say I'm innovative, flexible, always trying 
to add value to services and that I'm a natural leader.

Elevator pitch

Alternative medicine? It's a billion dollar industry 
growing exponentially. We have created a professional 
educational tool for carrying out guided acupressure 
for more then 200 ailments.

How will you contribute to the Slovenian 
Health-Tech community?

We will be adding the alternative side to main stream 
medicine. Our aim is to integrate technology with 
modern and traditional healing.

About you

Developer, entrepreneur, bitcoin enthusiast.

Elevator pitch

Leading drug information app in Slovenia, Croatia, 
Serbia and Czech Republic. With accurate prescribing, 
pricing and insurance info for all registered drugs, 
our apps are a physician's best friend.
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Darko Bodnaruk 
CTO 
darko@mediately.co 
@darkobodnaruk 

Mediately 
mediately.eu
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About you

I’ve been working as student researcher at Laboratory 
for Telecommunications in health related projects. 
My work involves: #mhealth #telemedicine 
#QuantifiedSelf, #EHR, #UX #UI #Apps, #IoT, 
#Cloud.

Elevator pitch

I’ve always been interested in health related topics, 
so I’m looking for new business connections and 
projects.

How will you contribute to the Slovenian 
Health-Tech community?

My contribution to Slovenian Health-Tech community 
will be in R&D of health solutions and services.

Gregor Burger
Student Researcher at Laboratory 
for Telecommunications Faculty 
of Electrical Engineering 
gregor.burger@ltfe.org  
University of ljubljana, 
Faculty of Electrical Engineering, LTFE 
www.ltfe.org
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Boštjan Demšar  
Domel BU LS Sales Manager 
bostjan.demsar@domel.com  

Domel 
www.domel.com/products/
laboratory-equipment

About you

I've been working in Domel for 15 years. I worked as 
a technologist in highly automated production the first 
6 years. Then I switched to the sales department and 
after a year I took the place of Sales Manager in BU 
ECS for 5 years. For the last 4 years I've been working 
as SM in BU Laboratory Systems.

Elevator pitch

We produce laboratory centrifuges, shakers, mini 
incubators and homogenizers. We are proud owner 
of ISO 13 485 for development, production and after 
sales activities for centrifuges and shakers.

How will you contribute to the Slovenian 
Health-Tech community?

Call me if you want to know how to approach to 
ISO 13 485 certification. Hope you won’t take
a whole hand.

11
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About you

Over the past 8 years, I've been responsible for the 
SW development of medical related projects for 
clients located in DACH region – some are Global 
500 companies. I'm passionate about the new 
technologies being introduced in medical field, 
which can drive innovation for a better health care.

Elevator pitch

We help our clients delivering innovative solutions 
in the medical area. We base our solutions on years 
of experience in embedded, enterprise and mobile 
environments.

Sašo Eržen 
Account Manager Medical 
saso.erzen@comtrade.com 

Comtrade 
www.comtrade.com

12

Robert Furar 
Head of Slovenia and Croatia 
robert@doctrina.si  

Doctrina 
www.doctrina.si

About you

People know me for my enthusiasm and successful 
pharma sales-rep experience mostly in the business 
field. Most of them also know me as a musician and 
a sports/active family man.

Elevator pitch

First e-platform providing transfer of knowledge 
between pharmaceutical companies and 
pharmacists.

How will you contribute to the Slovenian 
Health-Tech community?

Based on my experience I am able to give a useful 
insight into the current situation on the Slovenian 
pharmacy market, industry philosophy and 
organizational structure.
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About you

Medical faculty graduate, husband, father, IT & mHealth 
enthusiast, columnist for Medicine Today, launching 
my first web site tlakbp.com.

Elevator pitch

Keep your blood pressure results in graph-like 
graphic easy accessible in the cloud and track starts 
of new medication to see if it useful for a specific 
patient.

How will you contribute to the Slovenian 
Health-Tech community?

I have just graduated from the medical faculty. 
In addition I am IT enthusiast. I'm considering 
launching a start-up.

Aleksandar Gavric
MD 
aleksandar.gavri@gmail.com 
@GavricAlexandar  

tlakbp.com 
www.medicina-danes.si/avtor.php?id=ALEG
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Davorin Gec 
CEO 
davorin.gec@gospodar-zdravja.si 

Gospodar zdravja 
www.gospodar-zdravja.si

About you

I have 7 years of experience in IT development and 
8 years in sales and business strategy. I started my 
own business career in 2008 with an innovative 
product Barman and later in sales of enterprise 
industrial solutions. My job is a hobby, but sport 
keeps me strong especially kiting, dancing, running.

How will you contribute to the Slovenian 
Health-Tech community?

With my experience.
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About you

Currently I am head of sales and marketing at ATech, 
where I, together with a team of 6 people, focus on 
bringing in new business and generating new ideas 
to keep ATech a step ahead. In the past I worked for 
different Slovenian SMEs, including 3 years in medical 
devices.

Elevator pitch

ATech is your one-stop shop for electronics. With over 
20 years of know-how in PCB assembly, over 15 years 
in R&D of electronics, and over 10 years in medical 
devices, we can help you from the start.

How will you contribute to the Slovenian 
Health-Tech community?

ATech's contribution is the know-how that we have 
in R&D and industrialisation of electronics. Moreover, 
we encourage networking with our partners 
interested in cooperation with the community.

Matija Geržina 
Head of Sales and Marketing 
matija.gerzina@atech.si 

ATech electronics 
www.atech.si
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Tilen Godnič 
Marketing manager 
tilen.godnic@insilico.si 
@TGodnic 

IN SILICO 
www.checkmeapp.si

About you

Workaholic, creative, nature-friendly.

Elevator pitch

CheckMeApp is the world's first application that 
empowers you with the highest level of professional 
assistance for the management of everyday health 
problems and preservation of your personal health.

How will you contribute to the Slovenian 
Health-Tech community?

Launching a free mobile health app.

17
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About you

I'm the co-founder of Marand and have been leading 
software development within our company for 25 
years. Healthcare is our primary strategic vertical with 
a broad scope of experience internationally. Our 
flagship product is Think!EHR Platform, a health data 
management platform.

Elevator pitch

Think!EHR Platform is a health data platform based 
on vendor-neutral open data standards designed 
for real-time, transactional health data storage, 
query, retrieve and exchange.

How will you contribute to the Slovenian 
Health-Tech community?

We will be active participants. Startups can use our 
platform as a part of their solution, taking away 
problems of how to store their health data. Help us 
build the ecosystem of health-tech stakeholders.

Tomaž Gornik 
CEO 
tomaz.gornik@marand.si  

Marand 
www.marand.com
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Janez Gramc 
R&D 
janez.gramc@inmedica.si  

IN.Medica  

About you

I am a coordinator of a software group in medical 
development, software life cycle and risk management.

19
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Aleš Hribar 
CEO 
ales@kinestica.com 
@AlesHribi 

Kinestica 
www.kinestica.com
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Dejan Jovanovic 
Owner 
info@dejanjovanovic.com 

dejanjovanovic.com 
www.dejanjovanovic.com/

About you

Indie computer systems developer running small 
interactive applications studio. Lately focused on 
implementing iOS and Mac OS X applications, as well 
as embedded systems in the field of digital health, 
data acquisition, and HMI application in general.

Elevator pitch

20+ years of industrial grade UI apps and embedded 
computer system development experience; now 
focusing on eHealth applications, connected via 
shared services with 3rd party systems.

How will you contribute to the Slovenian 
Health-Tech community?

By developing own set of products related to eHealth. 
Plus offering know-how to join common projects.

21

About you

Background in robotics, engineer turned entrepreneur.

Elevator pitch

Kinestica is a medical device company developing 
and producing rehabilitation systems. With the BiMeo 
rehabilitation system we provide faster, more effective 
and affordable rehabilitation therapy to neurological 
patients. We also facilitate work of physicians and 
therapists with an objective assessment of patient's 
state and progress.
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Aleš Jug 
Cofounder/Director 
ales.jug@varensem.si 
@VarenSem 

Zavod Varen sem / 
Institute Be safe / I am safe 
www.varensem.si

22

Borut Kirn 
CEO 
borut.kirn@primarius.org  

Primarius c.i. 
www.primarius.org

Elevator pitch

Primarius is a bridge between clinic and home - 
a cloud application for successful patient recovery 
at home.

23

About you

I am the founder and director of the Institute I am safe, 
responsible for fundraising, presentations and new 
clients. Being passionate about social enterpreneurship 
helps me run the institute and showing it's even 
greater role in increasing social benefits .

Elevator pitch

The mission of the institute is raising cultural awareness 
in home and business environment, linking the health 
and safety component. The institute functions as 
a social enterprize.

How will you contribute to the Slovenian 
Health-Tech community?

We can see this community as a global interaction 
of different stakeholders, start-ups, scholars and idea 
creators and see a connection between technology 
and health related issues. We will see what the 
Institute I am safe can offer to the community today 
and in which direction it can develop in the future.
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Kristjan Košič 
CEO 
kristjan.kosic@adora-med.com 
@kristjankosic 

ADORA-MED 
www.adora-med.com
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About you

I've been working in the industry for 8 years before 
joining the University. I'm currently finishing my PhD 
in CS-Human Computer Interaction. Project manager 
@Printec and @Petrol. I like to share knowledge. 
A proud father, mountain biker... Doesn't take no for 
an answer... Problem solver... 
Now ADORA!!!

Elevator pitch

We help surgeons navigate through radiological 
imagery using voice commands and simple hand 
gestures. We deliver smart touch-less surgical displays 
backed with an easy to use surgery planning software.

How will you contribute to the Slovenian 
Health-Tech community?

We can help with experience we have gathered while 
developing our product and we will try to answer/help 
in the best way we can, or at least direct you to the the 
right address for your questions.

Tomo Krivc 
CTO 
tomo.krivc@mesi.si  

MESI 
www.mesimedical.com

About you

My passion is developing new, technically 
sophisticated and user-friendly devices. As CTO 
of the company MESI, I devote my time to 
development of medical devices which will simplify 
diagnostic procedures and give physicians the best 
assistance with objective and accurate results.

How will you contribute to the Slovenian 
Health-Tech community?

I would be glad to share my experiences in technology 
in health. We could discuss hardware and software 
development techniques, device testing and 
certification.
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Health-Tech community?

I would be glad to share my experiences in technology 
in health. We could discuss hardware and software 
development techniques, device testing and 
certification.
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CEO 
jure.lampe@mobili.si 
@mobilisi 

Mobili 
www.mobili.si
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dr. Denis Pavliha 
R&D Engineer 
denis.pavliha@infonet.si 
@DenisPavliha 

SRC Infonet 
www.infonet.si
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About you

I have worked in this field for years. My Ph.D. thesis 
"Integrated treatment planning software for 
electrochemotherapy of tumors" was a major part 
of the ECTplan project, awarded as the best innovation 
of University of Ljubljana in 2012. I am now part of the 
biggest Slovenian healthcare IT provider.

Elevator pitch

At our company, we opt towards more cooperation 
in the field of device/software integration, especially 
with (but not limited to) young hardware startup 
companies.

How will you contribute to the Slovenian 
Health-Tech community?

At our company, we would like to cooperate with 
young startup companies and help them reach 
potential customers by means of integration with 
our HIS.

About you

I'm a very experienced project manager with a strong 
background in mobile technologies and eHealth and 
AAL EU projects. Partner in 6 successful EU projects, 
the biggest (eHealth) with more than 18M budget. 
Our mobile solutions are used in several sensor 
related mobile health projects around the world.

Elevator pitch

Our multi-award Mobilis Framework helps connect 
any type of sensor to smartphone. Just add an UI 
and you will have your own eHealth solution! For 
developers, telcos, health, senior care, insurance.

How will you contribute to the Slovenian 
Health-Tech community?

Time-to-market, Flexibility, Cost effective are key 
words when using Mobilis Framework. Using Mobilis 
you can focus on what is really important and leave 
to us to deal with technical problems.
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Sales Director 
matjaz.petrovic@geneplanet.com  

GenePlanet 
www.geneplanet.com
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Elevator pitch

Based on predisposition analyses we offer 
personalized guidelines to improve each individual’s 
lifestyle, wellbeing and health. We follow the principle 
“if you can’t measure it, you can’t improve it”.

How will you contribute to the Slovenian 
Health-Tech community?

Share experience, know-how and connections with 
new potential partners. Offer help to enter new 
markets through existing connections.

Jure Pučko 
CEO 
jure@doctrina.si  

Doctrina 
www.doctrina.si

29

About you

Lean startup adopter working in pharmaceutical 
marketing.

Elevator pitch

First e-platform providing transfer of knowledge 
between pharmaceutical companies and 
pharmacists.

How will you contribute to the Slovenian 
Health-Tech community?

Experience in pharmaceutical marketing and willing 
to help anyone who needs help.
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Andrej Pučnik 
CEO / Business development 
info@inphormatica.com  

Inphormatica 
www.inphormatica.com
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Marko Robnik-Šikonja 
Associate Professor 
marko.robnik@fri.uni-lj.si 
@MarkoRobnikS 

University of Ljubljana, Faculty of 
Computer and Information Science 
www.fri.uni-lj.si
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About you

I am a researcher in the areas of artificial intelligence, 
machine learning, data mining, statistics, cognitive 
modeling, and natural language processing. My 
application areas are medicine, pharmacology, 
language technologies, finance, and sport.

Elevator pitch

We develop innovative algorithms for data mining 
in medicine and pharmacology. Being one of the 
most successful research groups in Slovenia we 
offer proven expertise in data analytics and big 
data.

How will you contribute to the Slovenian 
Health-Tech community?

We are willing to share our scientific expertise 
in data analytics, as well as practical data science 
and statistical skills necessary to develop innovative 
products in medicine and pharmacology.

About you

-  localization of clinical drug information systems;
- mobile applications for clinical drug and other 
 information;
- advanced logarithms for mapping and maintenance;
- medicines, medical devices, food supplements and 
 cosmetics pricing across Europe/Russia/CIS

Elevator pitch

Inphormatica represents CDS & CDI solutions like 
Lexicomp® drug reference data & applications, 
Medi-Span® data for prescribing and dispensing, 
provides pan-Europe/Russia/CIS medicines 
platform RxPrix.

How will you contribute to the Slovenian 
Health-Tech community?

With opening of platforms for different applications, 
will support new ideas and applications development 
with source of clinical and other data, represented 
or provided by Inphormatica.
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Kristijan Sedlak 
CEO 
k.sedlak@mandatela.si 
@kristijansedlak 

Mandatela 
sl.drflemint.com
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Primož Skubic 
Sales Agent at Pacsess and 
CEO at Primuzs 
primoz.skubic@lariviere.de  

Pacsess 
www.pacsess.com

33

About you

I am Sales Agent for Healthcare and NDT at company 
Pacsess and director in my own company Primuzs. 
We are exclusive distributers of VIDAR products for 
digitalization x-rays in Healthcare and digitalization 
RT industrial films in Non destructive testing field. 
We also provide software called PacsonWeb.

Elevator pitch

- digitalization x-rays in Hospital and NDT
- PacsonWeb solution
- 3D printing in January 2015

How will you contribute to the Slovenian 
Health-Tech community?

With new tehnologies.

About you

I am a web/mobile/UX/UI/linux/startup generalist and 
workaholic. I usually work on per-project basis. I have 
been focusing on startups since 2007. I love startups 
and innovations are my passion.

Elevator pitch

A unique open medical database with over a million 
medical records where doctors can check drug 
interactions and warnings for all registered drugs 
in Slovenia.

How will you contribute to the Slovenian 
Health-Tech community?

Products, development.
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Tomaž Šlibar 
Owner, Director 
tomaz.slibar@gmail.com  

Humaviva 
emotio.me

34

About you

Mission and purpose driven. Enjoying having great 
team and having good times with co-workers and 
business partners. People come first.

Elevator pitch

Providing innovative health prevention solutions 
to help and support re-establishing and maintaining 
healthy and productive way of life for B2C and B2B.

How will you contribute to the Slovenian 
Health-Tech community?

By offering expert know-how and an access to mass 
market internationally.

Klemen Spaninger 
CEO 
spaninger@diagenomi.eu 

DiaGenomi 
www.myrisq.com

35

Elevator pitch

Health is our biggest treasure, therefore our mission 
is to provide pathology supported genetic testing 
to patients worldwide and their health care 
professionals.
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Jakob Šušterič
CEO 
jakob.susteric@mesi.si 
@MESImedical

MESI
www.mesimedical.com 
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About you

My dreams mean everything to me and so does MESI. 
With MESI I want to help practitioners help their 
patients. Likewise, I love sharing my experiences 
and knowledge about health related matters with 
anybody working in health-tech.

Elevator pitch

At MESI, we have this great vision to allow every 
patient to be diagnosed on time and thus treated 
successfully. To do so, we are bringing advanced 
diagnostic methods from secondary healthcare 
to the first line of medicine in simplified and 
understandable form.

How will you contribute to the Slovenian 
Health-Tech community?

I am available for any questions, business contact, 
making introductions to my personal connections - 
business development, medical device certification, 
registration, sales and marketing, fund raising.

Urška Treven 
Head of Product Development, 
R&D/Inovations Department 
urska.treven@dnk-analize.com  

DNK-ANALIZE 
www.dnk-analize.com

37

About you

I am a biotechnologist, devoted to development and 
promotion of technological advances in medicine. 
As a mother o two I would like to see a healthier 
society where individuals have control over their 
own health with the help of innovative scientific 
approaches and technologies.

Elevator pitch

DNA analysis has the potential to improve the health 
of each individual, and consequently the whole 
society, if it becomes a standard practice in 
healthcare systems.

How will you contribute to the Slovenian 
Health-Tech community?

DNA analysis is just one part of future healthcare. 
Connecting and co-creating with other businesses 
will help us build personal medical services based 
on preventive measures.
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Blaž Triglav 
CEO 
blaz@modrajagoda.si 
@blaztriglav 

Mediately 
www.mediately.co
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Tina V. Vavpotič
The person behind TeleTransfusion 
tina.vavpotic@xlab.si

XLAB
www.xlab.si/products/teletransfusion

39

About you

I can align new ways across health care stakeholders. 
Can make a bunch of numbers tell a story. The person 
behind TeleTransfusion. Design and photography 
enthusiast. Montessori Mom.

Elevator pitch

XLAB's latest product is TeleTransfusion.The system 
enables physicians to be virtually present at any 
remote location. Nation-wide deployment brought 
substantial cost savings and organizational 
improvements.

About you

A health-tech enthusiast, living out my passion through 
Mediately. I enjoy meeting other founders and am 
always open to sharing advice based on what I've 
learned in the past few years of working in the medical 
industry. Also, I'm always up for a table tennis match 
in our office. Challengers, welcome!

Elevator pitch

We provide doctors with the fastest way to get 
accurate drug information in their local language. 
Our mobile app is the #1 medical app among 
doctors in 4 countries.

How will you contribute to the Slovenian 
Health-Tech community?

-  experience of +3 years in health industry, 
 what works, what doesn't, who pays, who doesn't
- fundraising advice, connections for founders 
 and startups
- experience of working with doctors
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Karel van Gorp 
Director Medical Division 
karel.van.gorp@xpand.me  

XPAND 
www.amblyz.com
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About you

From the Netherlands, living and working in Slovenia.

Elevator pitch

Development and worldwide launch of an innovative 
treatment platform for neuro-ophthalomological eye 
disorders.

Dr. Miha Vivoda
CEO 
miha.vivoda@insilico.si 
@MihaVivoda 

In Silico 
www.checkmeapp.si

41

About you

Raised in a pharmaceutical family I pursued this passion 
and finished my formal education with the Ph.D in 
pharmaceutical bio-medicine. Working for more than 
10 years as a pharmacist with a passion for hi-tech, 
I specialized in the field of pharmacotherapy as 
a researcher, developer and manager.

Elevator pitch

At our company, we opt towards more cooperation 
in the field of device/software integration, especially 
with (but not limited to) young hardware startup 
companies.

How will you contribute to the Slovenian 
Health-Tech community?

With more than 10 years of experience working 
as pharmacist, researcher and manager, I gained 
extensive professional expertise and an excellent 
insight of the pharmaceutical market and its 
challenges.
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CEO 
rok.vrbica@codemonkee.si 
@rokvrbica 

CodeMonkee 
www.codemonkee.si
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About you

Rok Vrbica studied at the Faculty of Computer science 
in Ljubljana. He worked in several healthcare IT 
companies for more then 15 years. Then he started 
entrepreneurial path, and is currently a partner 
in the company CodeMonkee, a startup with focus 
on mobile health applications.

Elevator pitch

CodeMonkee – mHealth apps made by EHR experts.

How will you contribute to the Slovenian 
Health-Tech community?

15 years experience in field of healthcare IT. Two years 
in mobile health. Have experience in healthcare IT 
integration, standards and data exchange. Worked 
with medical IT standards HL7, DICOM.

Tadej Zajšek 
Consultant 
tadej@fabulas.si  

Fabulas 

43

About you

Digital marketing, product and business strategist, 
entrepreneur, manager, mentor, founder of new 
revolutionary upcoming medical product.

Elevator pitch

I know your value proposition and can help you 
make it better.

How will you contribute to the Slovenian 
Health-Tech community?

Consulting, designing new product.
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markozebeckoren@gmail.com 
@oceanium67 

UKCL 
www.kclj.si
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About you

Runner, anarchist,... I am a management games expert 
who lecture and perform workshops about basic 
phenomena such as trust, communication, 
leadership,.. In the IT managenet fields I study 
phenomenon of IT outsourcing relationships.

Elevator pitch

Way of doubt is the way of knowledge/wisdom.... 
Is the perfect healthcare website possible?
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